This paper studies two-dimensional cellular automatma ca090(m; n) having states 0 and 1 and working on a square lattice of size (m01)2(n01). All their dynamics, driven by the local transition rule 90, can be simply formulated by representing their congurations with Laurent polynomials over a nite eld F 2 = f0; 1g. The initial conguration takes the next conguration to a particular conguration whose cells all have the state 1. This paper answers the question of whether the initial conguration lies on a limit cycle or not, and, if that is the case, some properties on period lengths of such limit cycles are studied.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dynaimical behaviors of nite additive cellular automata were investigated by many authors. 103 In their pioneer work 1 Martin, Oldlyzko, and Wolfram studied many fundamental properties of additive cellular automata with cells arranged around a circle, by using Laurent polynomials which algebraically represent congurations of these automata. Guan and He 3 showed formulas for the length of limit cycles of additive cellular automata of such types using primitive roots of unity 1. Recently dynamical behaviors of cellular automata on square lattices, namely two-dimensional cellular automata, have been extensively investigated by many authors. For example, Manna and Stauer 4 analyzed phase transitions of all nearest neighbor cellular automata on square lattices without memory, and da Silva This paper is especially concerned with the problem of whether a given initial conguration of ca090(m; n) is on a limit cycle or not, and, if it is the case, certain possible multiples of the period lengths of such limit cycles will be given.
Now we formally introduce two-dimensional cellular automaton ca090(m; n) for integers m; n > 1. A conguration of ca090(m; n) is a two-dimensional array, ( m;n ) = 0. Hence the above problem is equivalent to the following problem, which is the subject of this paper.
Problem B: Find a necessary and sucient condition that the conguration of ca090(m; n) lies on a limit cycle. (What is the period length of the limit cycle when that is the case?) As ca090(m; n) is a nite automaton, the conguration m;n of ca090(m; n) lies on a limit cycle if and only if there is a positive integer k such that ( m;n ) = m;n is the period length of a limit cycle on which m;n lies. Hence we say that the period length K(m; n) of ca090(m; n) exists if m;n lies on a limit cycle. And the period length K(m; n) of ca090(m; n) does not exist if m;n does not lie on a limit cycle.
With these terminologies the main result of the paper can be stated as follows. In Sec. II we recall some fundamentals on one-dimensional cellular automata ca 0 90(m) for the later study of two-dimensional cellular automata ca 0 90(m; n).
In Sec. III we provide an algebraic reformulation of ca090(m; n) using Laurent polynomials and some results on ca090(m) needed in the later sections. In Sec.
IV we prove the existence theorems of period lengths K(m; n) by explicitly giving some multiples of the period lengths. In Sec. V nonexistence theorems of the period lengths are shown. The appendix at the end of the paper is a Hence D is well dened. It is easy to see that D is a ring homomorphism, namely, Proof: The proposition follows from the following simple computations.
In Ref. 7 the inner product has been found to be a useful tool for not only vector analysis but also theory of cellular automata. Here we recall some basic facts on inner product of congurations of ca090(m). Let In what follows we assume that m and n are inetegers > The following corollary is an important result from the last lemma. In this section we will disscuss nonexistence theorems on the period lengths K(m; n) of two-dimensional cellular automata ca090(m; n). The following is a summary of our results obtained above. 
